
ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS

The following pages is a summary of what was shown on my wall at the 
Diploma Days 2015-06. 

In addition to this I also exhibited two models (se photos below), as well as 
booklets and guides. 

THE CITY IS A THEATRE - POSSIBLE OPENINGS IN URBAN PLANNING

General references

In my research I have been using different sources to support my thesis. 
Through writing, these references has been put into context on my blog where 
I, on a weekly basis has been writing a chronicle on a certain subject.

Main litteratur:

1. “Lina Bo Bardi”, Zeuler R.M. de A.Lima, Yale University Press 2013, 
China
2. “Trötthetssamhället” Byung-Chul Han, Erzats förlag, Stockholm 2013
3.  “Naken stad - Autentiska Urbana Platsers Liv och Förfall”,  Sharon 
Zukin, Bokförlaget Daidalos AB, Riga, 2011
4. “ Skådespelssamhället”, Guy Debord, Bokförlaget Daidalos AB, 
Uddevalla, 2002

Another reference was the work I do in the art-group constalation Öy/no 
Name together with Anna Novak (aucoustic engineer), Dragana Vujanovic 
(curator), Marie Ekblad (architect), Mikaela Cleve (inderior design), Sara 
Elggren (textile artist).

Thesis booklet
The Thesis Booklet can be find on DIVA KTH as well as on:
http://issuu.com/cityastheater/docs/thesis_booklet-toveg-2015-01-
red/0

“Swamps and Slowsteppers”
In the seminar course “Architecture, Gender and Technology” led by Helene 
Frichot I made a storybook that work as a base for my thesis:
http://issuu.com/cityastheater/docs/storybook-tg-mindre

Weekly Chronicles
Find all blog posts and feed on:
https://cityastheater.wordpress.com/

Manuscripts
For regulations regarding my interventions I made a manusctipt that can be 
found on DIVA KTH

What Then 
- an invite to Norra Sorgenfri

An additional part to this project was an invite to the area in the shape of a 
childrens book. This was only made in one hard copy. (above)

Physical Models

Two physical models where exhibited 

#1: A model depicting the area whith existing buildings as well as the 
openings. Ceramics and plaster. (above)

#2: A playful representation of scenarios in the shape of a scenography. 
Spray-colored lazercut cardbord.(right)
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